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The Alvarez section of the proton linear
accelerator for the Los Alamos Meson Pl\Ysics
Facil.ity will require three 3 MW and one 300 kW,
200-MHz rf power sources. The power delivered to
the accelerator tanks must be controlled over a
~ic range of approximately 3~ while maintain
ing a field amplitude tolerance of '" :U. 5;' with a
phase tolerance of '" :!:z:>. The minimum. rf duty
factor (DF) requirement is 8.4~ (for a 6;' DF beam)
with a design capability of l4.~ (~beam). The
moderate peak but high average power requirements
have had a considerable impact on the design and
engineering of the rf amplifier cavities and their
peripheral circuitry. several of these areas are
discussed.

The first four accelerator cavities in the
Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility will be of the
Al.varez type, and will accelerate the proton beam
from an injected energy of three quarters of an
MeV up to lOO-MeV. These structures will operate
at a resonant frequency of 201.25 MHz and w1ll
receive their rf power from 1ri.dividual. rf sources.
The first Alvarez cavity will require approxi
mately 300-kW peak power while each of the other
cavities will require a nominal. 3-MW peak power
~put. These rf power sources must be controlled
over a ~ic range of approximately 3~, and the
cavity field ampl.itude must be held within a tol
erance of ±l.5~.

Whil.e the peak power required for the indivi
dual accelerator cavities is moderate, the design
maximum of ~ beam DF brings about very high
average power levels which have had a considerable
impact upon the electrical. and mechanical. design
of the rf power systems. Since the Alvarez cavi
ties have a Q of about 50,000, the fill time nec
essary at 201. 25 MHz is approximately 200 llBec.
The LAMPF machine wil.l be init1aJ.ly operated at
6;' DF, 16. T-mA peak beam current, (l-mA average)
with design capabil.ity for ~ DF, 8.3-mA peak
beam (al.so l-mA average). These beam DF' s then
dictate rf DF's of 8.4;' and l.4.4;' respectively.
Figure 1 l.ists the various design criteria for
LAMPF.

System Description

The rf power systems which will be used to
satisfy the requirements of the Al.varez cavities
are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

The first Alvarez tank, requiring 350-kW peak
rf power, will be driven by the system shown in
Figure 2, which consists of two RCA Yl068

* Work performed under the auspices of the U. S.
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ampl.ifiers operating in parallel., each supplying
l.75 kW of rf. These two amplifiers will be sup
pl.ied from a common energy storage bank and a
CODmlOn high-voltage power supply and will be plate
pul.sed and plate modulated by a CODmlOn series
hard-tube modul.ator. The necessary phase control
will be accompl.ished at l.ow level. prior to the
n068 ampl.ifier, while the rf amplitude will be
controlled at high level via the series hard-tube
modulator.

Alvarez tanks 2, 3, and 4 will be driven by
the system illustrated in Figure 3, in which an
RCA 7835 will supply approximately 3 MW of rf
power. The 150 kW of rf drive required by the
7835 will be suppl.ied by an RCA Yl068 amplifier.
Both the 7835 and its driver wil.l share a common
high-voltage power supply and energy storage bank,
but each will have its aWn series bard-tUbe modu
lator. The Yl.068 driver will util.ize an Eimac
4cwl.oo ,OOOD tetrode as a bard-tube modulator which
will simply act as a plate pul.ser rather than a
plate modulator. On the other hand the 7835 will
be both plate pul.sed and plate modulated by a pair
of .IT!' 7560 triodes. As in the case above, the rf
phase is control.led at l.ow level and the amplitude
control is performed at high level via the 7560
bard-tube modulator.

System Design Probl.em Areas

Now that the overall systems have been des
cribed, attention must be turned to the impact
that the high average power reqUirements have had
upon the actual hardware design.

The heart of the rf power system is the out
put tube itsel.t; apparently the RCA 7835 triode is
the only tube which can :f'ulfill the system
requirements. . Its plate dissipation rating of
300 kW is marginal. and serves to show the high
premium which must be put on efficiency when work
ing with the very high average power required by
LAMPF. In order to obtain a full 3-MW output,
the tube operates at roughly 30-kV plate potential
with 2OO-A peak plate current. This, of course,
represents 6-MW peak plate input. If a plate
efficiency of only 5~ were obtained at maximum DF
of l4.~, then the plate dissipation is 432 kW,
which is well above maximum. ratings for the tube.
Assuming one were ab1.e to achieve a p1.ate effi
ciency of 60;" then the plate dissipation is still
288 kW, just barely within the tube rat,ings. How
ever, according to the theoretical. calculations
for the Alvarez cavities as shown in Figure 1, we
do not require qUite 3 MW. Reference to Figure 1
indicates that for a ~ DF l-mA average beam, tank
Number 3 requires a maximum of 2.59 MW. Using
this as a maximum required power output, and con
sidering the 300-kW maximum plate dissipation
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rating for the 7835, a plate efficiency of at
least 55.5~ must be achiev:ed to stay within the
tube ratings.

The 7835 triode is used in an amplifier manu
factured by Continental Electronics Mfg. Co. and
is siJnilar in configuration to those being used
by Brookhaven National Laboratory for the AGS
injector. Once again the high average power
requirements of LAMPF have created a set of design
problems different from those encountered on other
machines. Several components of the amplifier
have failed or proven marginal from the extreme
heating caused by high average power operation.
The biggest problem thus far encountered concerns
the upper dc blocking capacitor in the amplifier.
This blocker, which was originally made with a
solid machined aluminum inner conductor and a
sprayed-on aluminum outer cylinder separated by an
irradiated polyethylene dielectric, failed in hoop
stress because of the elevated operating tempera
ture and/or rf heating of the dielectric. The
thermal expansion of the polyethylene caused the
sprayed-on aluminum outer cylinder to rupture,
thus destroying the caPacitor. This capacitor,
while satisfactory for low average power applica
tions, is unsuitable for our application. A com
plete solution to this problem has not yet been
found, but several variations using teflon dielec
tric and solid machined aluminum conductors have
been tried with sCllle measure of success. While
none of the hoop stress problems have been
encountered with these blockers, corona damage has
been observed. The main problem with the teflon
blocker would appear to be one of eliminating air
voids in bonding pieces of teflon together and to
aluminum. A new unit is presently under construc
tion and hope:f'ully will prove successful. All
other problems encountered with the 7835 amplifier
cavity have also been concerned with heat. The
input cavity section has been found to operate at
much too high a temperature and it has been nec
essary to circulate water through the center con
ductor of the input coaxial section to reduce
this temperature. Another problem has been the
excessive heating and resultant deformation of the
rexolite output pressure barrier. A new ceramic
barrier has been designed to alleviate the defor
mation problem. and the air circulation through
the amplifier has been improved to help reduce
the heating. Presently the amplifier operates at
40 psi with a turbine circulating the air through
an air-water heat exchanger for cooling. Even
though we are presently changing the air within
the cavity 1.0 times a mingte, the in1.et air tem
perature is running at 50 F while the outlet air
is at ~:PF. This 40 F difference is still too
high and must be reduced. It is hoped that this
can be achieved through improved circulation.

Considerable attention must also be paid to
the choice of rf transmission lines. The largest
commercially available coaxial lines have a 9-in.
outer diameter. Again the high average power
application poses a problem. If we assume
rather idealized conditions, the inner conductor·
of the 9-in. line will reach an operating tempera
ture of roughly 2000F when transmitting an
average rf power of 200 kWat 200 MHz. For our
1 mA, ~ beam we have a 375-kW average power

transmission requirement. There are several ways
of ooping with this problem i.e., larger line,
pressurized line, or circulating water through the
inner conductor of the line. We have chosen to
use a l4-in. diameter coaxial line with aluminum.
outer conductor and copper inner conductor. With
this combination the cost is approximately the
same as commercially available 9-in. line, but the
power ha.ndJ;1ng caPacity is well in excess of our
requirements.

The RCA YI068 power amplifier is rated 30 kW
plate dissipation and can deliver 2OO-kW peak
power at a l4.~ DF. This unit has been operated
at this level for ma.ny hours and except for some
localized heating, its operation has been very
satisfactory. The water and air flow through the
Yl068 bas been improved and. the un1t should
operate very satis:f'actorily within our constraints.

The biggest single problem in generating the
rf power required for LAMPF has been the design of
a reliable bard-tube series modulator for the 7835
amplifier. This problem is covered in a paper by
T. G. VanVessem which also appears in these pro
ceedings.

Conclusion

While the 2OO-MHz rf power systems for LAMPF
are not yet :f'ully operational, considerable pro
gress has been made toward alleviating the many
problems caused by operation at very high average
powers. MaIJ¥ hours have been logged at the ini
tial design level of 3-MW peak. output power at
8.~ DF and work is continuing toward. operation at
the design maxilllWll of l4.~ DF.
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Tank # 1 2 3 4

Input Energy (MeV) .75 5.39 41.33 72.72

Output Energy (Mev) 5.39 41.33 72.72- 100.00

Energy Change (MeV) 4.64 35.94 31.39 27.28

Copper Loss (kW) 256.00 2262.00 2325.00 2331.00

Beam. Power for 16.7 mA- Beam (kW) 77.00 599·00 523.00 454.00

Beam Power for 8.3 mA
Beam (kW) 39.00 300.00 262.00 227.00

Total Power for 16.7 mA
Beam (kW) 333.00 2861.00 2848.00 2785.00

Total Power for 8.3 rnA
Beam (kW) 295·00 2562.00 2587.00 2558.00

Average Power for 16.7 mA
Beam (kW) 28.00 241.00 239.00 234.00
(8.~ RF Duty Factor)

Average Power for 8.3 mA
Beam (kW) 42.50 369.00 373.00 368.00
(14.4" RF Duty Factor)

Figure 1 - LAMPF Design Criteria
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Figure 2 - RF Power System for CaY!ty No. 1
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Figure 3 - RF Power System for Cavities 2, 3, and 4
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